In model-checking the systems under investigation often arise in the form of products. The compositional method, developed by Feferman and Vaught in 1959, fits to this situation and can be used to deduce the truth of a formula in the product from information in the factors. Building on earlier work of Wöhrle and Thomas (2004), we study first-order logic with reachability predicates over finitely synchronized products (i.e. synchronized products with a finite number of synchronization transitions). We extend the reachability predicates by conditions on the length of the corresponding paths, formulated in Presburger arithmetic. For finitely synchronized products with these enhanced reachability predicates we prove a composition theorem and then show that severe limitations exist for generalisations of this result.
Introduction
The task of model-checking is to check whether, given a transition system K that is a model of a (technical) system and a formula ϕ, modelling a property of the system, if ϕ holds in K. A transition system is a graph with states, directed edges (transitions) and labels on the states. It is often the case that the transition system K is composed of smaller ones which can act independently from each other but can also be synchronized via selected transitions.
An important question is whether we can infer the truth value of the formula ϕ, interpreted in the product, from the truth values of the formulas in the components. This is especially of interest for infinite-state model-checking. Here we study finitely many infinite components, or infinite products of finite or infinite components.
In the field of model theory, Feferman and Vaught [4] showed that, given a direct (or generalized) product of structures and a first-order formula ϕ, the truth value of the formula ϕ in the product can be deduced from certain formulas α 1 , . . . , α m in the component structures and a formula β which is interpreted in the index structure and describes in which of the components the formulas α 1 , . . . , α m hold. Many variants of this result have been developed, e.g. reduced or ultraproducts [1] and ordered sums [17] instead of products. A good overview can be found in [13] . Further references are [6, 10, 14, 19] .
In (infinite-state) model-checking, this composition theorem (also called Feferman-Vaught theorem) can be used with three main differences: first, here we have transition systems as special kinds of structures, second, instead of direct or generalized products, the products we take into account have explicit asynchronous and synchronized behaviour, and third, stronger logics than first-order logic have to be considered which can express (at least) certain reachability properties.
Although some results have been obtained in the application of the composition theorem in model-checking [20, 15, 16] , the method has some severe limitations, in particular regarding the logics which can be used.
An obvious example illustrating these limitations is given by the natural numbers together with the successor relation. This structure has a decidable MSO theory, whereas the MSO theory of the asynchronous product of two copies of the natural numbers -which is the infinite grid -is undecidable [18] . So the composition theorem fails for MSO logic.
Unfortunately, the composition theorem already fails for much weaker logics. It has been shown by Rabinovich [16] that it fails for fragments of computational tree logic (CTL), namely for modal logic extended only by the CTL quantifier EG p (meaning there exists a path on which globally p holds) and an asynchronous product of two components. However, it holds for asynchronous products and the extension of modal logic by the CTL quantifier EF p [16] . For a finite number of transition systems Wöhrle and Thomas showed in [20] that the composition theorem also holds for FO(R) -first order logic extended by reachability predicates -and finitely synchronized products (which are synchronized products with a finite number of synchronized transitions).
In preliminary work [5] preceding this paper we extended this result to cases with "regular reachability". FO(RegR) is the extension of FO logic by predicates Reach α (x, y) which express that y is reachable from x via a path which is labelled by a word of the regular expression α. For FO(Reg1R) we consider only alphabets with one element which amounts to adjoining arithmetical constraints expressible in Presburger arithmetic. In this paper we extend this result to cover also finitely synchronized products with an infinite number of components.
In is known [5] that the composition theorem fails for ML(RegR) which corresponds to propositional dynamic logic (PDL) without tests. In this paper we complement this result by showing that also the case of PDL over a one-element alphabet leads to a failure, if we allow tests.
The paper is structured as follows: In the next section we formally introduce the logics and products we use. In Section 3 the classical composition theorem is shown for synchronized products of transition systems and FO logic. In Section 4 we prove the main theorem -the composition theorem for the logic FO(Reg1R). The proof is split into two parts: first, we show it for asynchronous products and then for finitelysynchronized products. Afterwards, we prove that the composition theorem already fails for ML(RegR) if we consider an asynchronous product of two components and allow a two letter alphabet for the alphabet of α in the Reach α (x, y) formulas. Using this known result we show that it also fails for PDL with tests for one letter alphabets. We conclude with a summary and some remarks on open questions.
Technical Preliminaries
In this paper we use structured graphs, which we call transition systems. Formally a transition system is defined as follows.
Definition 1. A transition system is a labelled graph
where S is a set of states, R a ⊆ S × S is a transition relation between the states (for the letter a ∈ Σ) and P v ⊂ S is a predicate which holds for the states labelled by the letter v ∈ V .
In the whole paper we use [m] for m ∈ N as an abbreviation for the set {1, . . . , m}.
Logics
In this section we define the logics needed in this paper. We will remind the reader of FO logic, then extend it by relations that express reachability via any path, and finally extend it by relations that express reachability via paths that are labelled according to a regular expression.
Definition 2. First order logic (FO logic)
is defined as follows. Let x 1 , x 2 , . . . be variables. For every n-ary relation symbol R, R(x 1 , . . . , x n ) and x 1 = x 2 are atomic FO formulas. If ϕ, ψ are FO formulas, then ¬ϕ, ϕ∧ψ, ϕ∨ψ, ∃x n ϕ(x 1 , . . . , x n−1 , x n ) and ∀x n ϕ(x 1 , . . . , x n−1 , x n ) are FO formulas with the usual meanings. For a transition system K = (S, {R a | a ∈ Σ}, {P v | v ∈ V }) the atomic formulas are of the form R a (x, y), P v (x) and x = y. Let us add some remarks: First, FO(RegR) is defined like first-order propositional dynamic logic (FO-PDL) without tests. See [8] for details on PDL. Second, FO(Reg1R) logic corresponds to FO logic extended by atomic relations Path r,k (x, y) which express that "there exists a path from x to y which has a length which is divisible by k with remainder r". This is shown in the following lemma:
Definition 3. FO logic with reachability (FO(R) logic) is defined as the extension of FO logic by atomic relations Reach
Lemma 4. Every FO(Reg1R) formula Reach α where α is a regular expression over an one-element alphabet can be translated into a FO formula with additional relations Path r,k (x, y).
Proof. As the proof is a simple consequence of known results, we only give a sketch. First we have to show that every FO(Reg1R) formula Reach α is equivalent to a FO formula with additional relations which express reachability where the path length is in a semilinear set. Let L be the language defined by the regular expression α. It is well-known that every regular language has a semilinear image [9] . Using the Parikh mapping, the semilinear image of L can be written as:
the alphabet has only one letter. Using the decidability of Presburger arithmetic and the fact that the family of Presburger sets in N is identical to the family of semilinear sets in N [9] , we can then show that each of these M i is a union of a finite set R and {z = r + n · k | z > max(R), n ∈ N}, where k ∈ N and max(R) is the maximum of the elements in R. So FO logic with additional relations Path r,k (x, y) suffices. Now, we define MSO logic and extensions of MSO logic by formulas which count the number of elements of a set variable modulo a number k, known as counting MSO [2] . Note that over linearly ordered structures MSO(<) logic is at least as expressive as CMSO logic [7, 12] , i.e. for every CMSO formula there exists an equivalent MSO(<) formula. Take e.g. the CMSO formula Card 0,2 (Y ): it can be expressed in MSO(<) logic by the formula:
where first Y (x) is the formula ∀z(Y (z) → x ≤ z), last Y is defined analogously and succ Y (x, y) is the formula ¬∃z(Y (z) ∧ x < z ∧ z < y).
Products
We want to define a product over transition systems K i with i ∈ I for an index structure Ind = (I, σ Ind ) with countable index set I. Bys we will denote a state of the product and bys[i] the state of the i-th component ofs. We aim at a possibility to describe transition relations in the product by conditions in the components. We use a general description for a k-ary relation by a tuple α 1 , . . . , α n of FO formulas and a MSO formula β that defines (in the structure Ind) in which components the FO formulas hold. We call the tuple (α 1 , . . . , α k ; β) "MSO profile". 
Let P i be a given (unary) predicate in the signature of the component K i . Via a MSO profile we define a predicateP i in the product such thatP i (s) holds at a statē
. Analogously, we define a predicateP which holds at a states in the product, if in some component K i the predicate P i (s i ) holds. Afterwards, we will define asynchronous transition relations in the product.
Example 7. Let K be a product over transition systems K i with i ∈ I and let P i a predicate of K i . We define the predicateP i in the product by the MSO profile P (x); β(X 1 ) with β(X 1 ) = X 1 (i). Then,P i holds at all states of the product where the predicate P holds at the state in the i-th component. Further, we define the predicateP by P (x); β(X 1 ) with β(X 1 ) = ∃i X 1 (i). It holds at all states of the product where the predicate P holds at the corresponding state of any component.
the asynchronous transition relationR a in the product. (An a-transition exists in the product, if it exists in exactly one component.)
We will now introduce the synchronized product of the components K i . In the product we distinguish explicitly between asynchronous transitions where a transition is taken independently of the other components and synchronized transitions which are used to model a synchronization between the transitions of some components. For the asynchronous transitions we call the transitions which are used in the components local. We use two disjoint alphabets in each component. The first one is used for the local transitions and the second one for the definition of the synchronized transitions.
Definition 8. Let Ind = (I, σ Ind ) be an index structure and let 
• The state setS is the product of the component state sets:S := i∈I S i .
(We writes[i] for the state of the i-th component ofs ∈S.) • The asynchronous transition relationR a is defined by the MSO profile
A synchronized product is called finitely synchronized if the transition relation R c is finite for every symbol c ∈ C. An asynchronous product is a synchronized product without synchronized transitions.
Composition method
In this section we introduce the composition method. Before we state the composition theorem, we need a lemma, which allows us to construct special MSO profiles out of existing ones, such that the disjunction over certain FO formulas is satisfied, but the conjunction over any two of the FO formulas does not hold. This lemma will be needed in the proof of the composition theorem for the negation step. The construction is analogous to [16] . 
. . , X m ) describes the same relation as the given MSO profile. Now we show the composition theorem for synchronized products and FO logic. We shall distinguish only between asynchronous and synchronized transitions, because we need this distinction in Section 4. We want to mention that Theorem 10 can be strengthened to generalized products, where we allow any relation R(x, y) in the product which can be defined by a MSO profile. The following proof is analogous to the proof of the composition theorem for generalized products and modal logic in [16] .
Theorem 10. Composition theorem for synchronized products and FO logic
Let Ind = (I, σ I ) be an index set with some signature σ I . For every FO formula ϕ(x 1 , . . . ,x r ) we can effectively compute a MSO profile α 1 , . . . , α m ; β(Z 1 , . . . , Z m ) with FO formulas α j (x 1 , . . . , x r ) (j ∈ [m]) and a MSO formula β(Z 1 , . . . , Z n ) interpreted in the index structure Ind, such that for every synchronized product
, where ϕ(x 1 , . . . ,x r ) can be interpreted in the product and the formulas α j (j ∈ [m]) can be interpreted in the components and for every states 1 , . . . ,s r :
Proof. We use a structural induction to construct MSO profiles for the formulas interpreted in the product. In the induction start, we consider the atomic formulas.
For the predicateP i v (x) we take the MSO profile P v (x); β(X 1 ) with β(X 1 ) = X 1 (i). ForR a (x,ȳ) andR c (x,ȳ) the MSO profiles are given by the definition of the product. Forx =ȳ we take the MSO profile x = y; β(X 1 ) with β(X 1 ) = ∀iX 1 (i). For the induction step we have to consider negation, disjunction and existential quantification.
• For ϕ(x 1 , . . . ,x r ) = ¬ψ(x 1 , . . . ,x r ) let α 1 , . . . , α m ; β(X 1 , . . . , X m ) be the MSO profile assigned to ψ, then we assign the MSO profile α 1 , . . . , α m ; ¬β(X 1 , . . . , X m ) to ϕ.
. . , X m ′ ) be the MSO profiles assigned to ψ respectively ψ ′ . W.l.o.g. we can assume that the common variables of ψ and ψ ′ are the variablesx 1 , . . . ,x t with 0 ≤ t ≤ m. Then we assign the MSO profile α 1 , . . . , α t , α t+1 , . . . , α m , α
• For ϕ(x 1 , . . . ,x r ) = ∃x r+1 ψ(x 1 , . . . ,x r ,x r+1 ) let the MSO profile for ψ be α 1 , . . . , α m ; β(X 1 , . . . , X m ) . By Lemma 9 we can assume that
. We can assign to ϕ the following MSO profile:
For the existential quantification we prove correctness and completeness. For the completeness let (K,s 1 , . . . ,s r ) ∃x r+1 ψ(x 1 , . . . ,x r+1 ), then there exists a statē s such that (K,s 1 , . . . ,s r ,s) ψ(x 1 , . . . ,x r+1 ). By induction hypothesis a MSO profile α 1 (x 1 , . . . , x r+1 ), . . . , α m (x 1 , . . . , x r+1 ); β(X 1 . . . , X m ) is assigned to ψ and Ind β(X 1 , . . . , X m ) holds. Remember, that we want to prove that β ′ (Y 1 , . . . , Y m ) holds. Actually, we prove that the X k are in fact the sets
. For the correctness we have given the MSO profile ∃x r+1 α 1 (x 1 , . . . , x r+1 ) , . . . , Analogous corollaries follow from the main theorems in the next section, however we will not state them explicitly.
Main Results
In this section, we show our main results. First, we show that, if we consider asynchronous products, the composition theorem also holds for the logic FO(Reg1R), which allows us to express modulo counting over path lengths. Then, we generalize this result to finitely synchronized products. 
Proof. The proof is an extension of the proof of Theorem 10. The cases for the induction step (disjunction, negation and existential quantification) are analogous because asynchronous products are special cases of synchronized products. We have to consider the additional atomic case Reach α (x,ȳ) for a regular expression α ∈ Reg({a}) with {a} ∈ Σ. Because of Lemma 4, instead of Reach α (x,ȳ) we only have to consider formulas Path l,k (x,ȳ). Note that for the existence of a path in the product fromx toȳ with path length l (mod k) there must exist a finite number of components, such that the sum of the path segments in these components is l (mod k). Let |Y | k denote the number of elements of Y modulo k. For the atomic formula Path p,k (x,ȳ) we use the CMSO profile Path 0,k (x, y), . . . , Path k−1,k (x, y); β(X 0 , . . . , X k−1 ) where the formula β(X 0 , . . . , X k−1 ) is defined as follows:
and the formula γ(Y 1 , . . . , Y k−1 ) expresses that
The formula β(X 0 , . . . , X k−1 ) states that there exists a finite number of components where the path segments are not divisible by k without remainder and for all other components the path segments are divisible by k without remainder (which includes the case that the path is empty (x = y)), described by the FO formula Path 0,k (x, y). The formula γ(Y 1 , . . . , Y k−1 ) ensures that for the components where the path segments are divisible by k with a remainder different from 0, the path segments sum up to p (mod k). Note that every component, in which the path segment has a length j (mod k) adds j to the length of the path in the product (j ∈ [k − 1]), so we need j * |Y j | k as summand in (3) . For all j ∈ [k − 1] the values |Y j | k are between 0 and k − 1, so there are only finitely many solutions of the equation (3). We denote the set of solutions by L. Formally L is defined by:
Let us now generalize the result from Theorem 12 to finitely synchronized products. Apart from the restriction that there has to be a finite number of synchronized transitions, the proof now depends on the actual product -or to be more specific on the synchronized transitions. However the method is uniform for all finitely synchronized products. 
Theorem 13. Composition theorem for finitely synchronized products and FO(Reg1R) Given a finitely synchronized product i∈I
Proof. As in Theorem 12 we only have to consider the additional atomic case Path p,k (x,ȳ). The proof given here is an adaption of the proof in [5] . It depends on the number of synchronized transitions in the product. We denote the synchronized transitions by r 1 , . . . , r q . First, we describe the proof idea: We will define formulas which describe paths using any asynchronous transition but (inductively) only the synchronized transitions up to r m (m ≤ q). This definition works analogously to the construction of regular expressions from a finite automaton in the proof of Kleene's Theorem [11] . Then, we show that we can limit the usage of each of these synchronized transitions to a finite number of times, because we are only interested in the path length modulo k. Finally, we use formulas like the ones described above together with this restriction at the same time in all components to find the cases when the path segments in the components sum up to a path length modulo k in the product. We introduce new transitions in the product labelled with a new symbol a, such that s 
We explain this definition for m = 1: Either l is reachable from h by asynchronous transitions (R (ii) We prove that it is sufficient to replace every star in R m h,l by "≤ k" (with α ≤k := α 0 ∨· · ·∨α k ) to get all possible path lengths modulo k. Take the synchronized transition s m → t m . If there exists a path from t m back to s m with path length l (mod k) with l ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} and we repeat the loop s m → t m s m i-times, the path length is i · (l + 1) (mod k). We observe that {i · (l + 1) (mod k) | i ∈ N} is the same set as {i · (l + 1) (mod k) | 0 ≤ i ≤ k}, so the restriction to "≤ k" is justified.
(iii) We now use formulas like the ones defined in (i) with the restriction described in (ii) in every component. To argue about the length of the segments of the path in the components, we replace the regular expressions R 0 h,l = a * for the asynchronous transitions by variables X h,l . To achieve a path in the product which has the length p (mod k) we have to ensure the following:
• for a c-labelled transition the corresponding transitions in the components labelled with c 1 , . . . , c n are taken at the same "time" • the sum of the number of the asynchronous transitions in the components plus the number of used synchronized transitions is p (mod k)
) be a tuple of indices for the repetitions of the loops of the synchronized transitions r 1 , . . . , r m (m ≤ q). We define for each component
. These variables will be used for the asynchronous paths between the states t e /x and s f /y (with e, f ∈ [q]) in H. (x, y) , . . . , R cn (x, y), x = y; β(X 1 , . . . , X n , X n+1 ) , then
Finally we get R x,y (L(i),X(i), J) with J := (j 1 , . . . , j q ) which describes all paths in the component K i from x to y with the "repetitions" d j 1 , . . . , j q of the synchronized transitions r 1 , . . . , r q . We now look at a fixed tuple (j 1 , . . . , j q ) and a fixed component K i : for every number θ (0 ≤ θ ≤ k) there are only finitely many possible assignments of the variables X t1,s1 (i), . . . , X x,y (i) by regular expressions a f (a k ) * with 0 ≤ f ≤ k − 1 such that the regular expression R x,y (L(i),X(i), J) with these assignments describes paths of the length θ (mod k) in the component K i .
Let α θ (L(i)) (0 ≤ θ ≤ k) be the disjunction over all R x,y (L(i),X(i), J) with assignments forX(i) that describe a path length θ (mod k).
e With these α θ we can build a CMSO profile . . . , α θ , . . . ; β ′ (. . . , X θ , . . . ) , where we combine the formula β(X 0 , . . . , X k−1 ) from the CMSO profile Path 0,k (x, y), . . . , Path k−1,k (x, y); β(X 0 , . . . , X k−1 ) in the proof of Theorem 12 and the MSO profiles for the definition of the synchronized transitions. Then we have constructed a CMSO profile which expresses all possible paths in the components, such that the path length is divisible by k with remainder q for one tuple (j 1 , . . . , j q ) of repetitions of the synchronized transition r 1 , . . . , r q . We can now capture all (finitely many) tuples (j 1 , . . . , j q ) (with 0 ≤ j g ≤ k for g ∈ [q]) by a disjunction over the CMSO profiles for these tuples. This gives us a CMSO profile for the formula Path p,k (x,ȳ) in the product.
Limits
In this section we will show limitations of the composition theorem. First we will consider the logic FO(RegR) instead of FO(Reg1R) for finitely synchronized products and afterwards we will consider propositional dynamic logic over a one-element alphabet, where we allow tests. We will prove that in both cases the composition theorem already fails for the special case of an asynchronous product of two transition systems. Afterwards we will show that for the logic FO(Reg1R) the composition theorem fails if we consider synchronized products where we allow an infinite number of synchronization transitions.
To prove the failure of the composition theorem, we use a proof schema -developed in [16] -which states that the composition theorem fails for a formula ψ if we can find two infinite sequences of transition systems such that the product of two transition systems with the same index satisfies ψ whereas the product of two transition systems with different indices does not satisfy ψ: 
Using Theorem 14 we show that the composition theorem already fails for an asynchronous product of two components and model logic extended by regular reachability over a two letter alphabet. Following [5] we use the formula e Note that α θ (L(i)) is depended on the transitions (labelled with a c j or with ǫ) of the component K i which are used for the synchronized transitions in the product. However, because the definition of a synchronized transition uses only a finite number of different labels for the transitions in the components and there are only finitely many synchronized transitions in the product, there can be only finitely many different formulas α θ (L(i)) for all components K i together.
(ab)
* (p 1 ∧ p 2 ), which expresses that there exists a path to a state where (p 1 ∧ p 2 ) holds and that this path is labelled with a and b in alternation and ends with a b-transition.
Theorem 15. The composition theorem fails for ML(RegR) (and for hence FO(RegR)) and asynchronous products.
Proof. Let the transition systems C k and D l for k, l ≥ 2 be defined as
where R a and R b are the successor relations up to k, respectively l, and P 1 := {k} and P 2 := {l}. As asynchronous product C k ×D l we get a finite grid from the state (1, 1) up to the (k, l). The formula ϕ := p We want to determine the truth value of the formula ψ := (ab) * ϕ at the state (1, 1). We observe that for every k ≥ 2 in C k × D k there exists the path (1, 1)
This is shown on the left side of Figure 1 for k = 4. If we consider the product C k ×D l for l > k we observe that the same path exists up to the state (k, k), but we cannot extend it with a and b in alternation (and ending with a b), because we have already reached the "last" state k of the component C k , so there exist not further b-transitions from (k, k) onwards. This is shown in Figure 1 on the right side for k = 4 and l = 6. By an analogous argument, we get the same result for l < k. So, we have proven that ∀k ∈ N : C k × D k ψ and ∀k, l ∈ N with k = l : C k × D l ψ. By applying Theorem 14, we have shown that the composition theorem fails for ML(RegR) and asynchronous products.
Because asynchronous products are finitely synchronized products without any synchronization transition, we get as an immediate consequence that the composition theorem fails for FO(RegR) and finitely synchronized products.
As mentioned above ML(RegR) corresponds to PDL without tests. As we have just seen that the step from ML(Reg1R) to ML(RegR) leads to the failure of the composition theorem, one may ask what happens if we extend ML(Reg1R) to PDL with tests over a one-element alphabet. We will now see that this extension also results in a failure of the composition theorem for asynchronous products.
Theorem 16. The composition theorem fails for PDL over a one-element alphabet with tests and asynchronous products.
The following proof involves the same transition system as defined in [16] , used there for showing the failure of the composition theorem for modal logic extended by the CTL quantifier EG and also asynchronous products.
, where R a is the successor relation, P 1 := {k} and the Q 1 r are predicates which hold at the states divisible by 3 with remainder r for 0 ≤ r ≤ 2 (Q
2 ) the predicates and relations are defined analogously. As asynchronous product C k × D l we get again the finite grid from the state (1, 1) up to the state (k, l). We use the formula ϕ := p 1 ∧ p 2 which holds at the state (k, l) and the formula ϑ : Now consider the PDL formula ψ := (aϑ?) * ϕ. This formula describes that there exists a path to the "last" state, such that after each transition of the path the formula ϑ holds, which means that all states of the path have to be marked states. Note that the formula ψ actually simulates the CTL formula E(ϑUϕ). We observe that from state (1, 1) there exists only one path such that all states are marked and for k = l this path reaches the state (3 * k, 3 * k), but for l > k this path does not reach the state (3 * k, 3 * l) because from the state (3 * k, 3 * k + 1) there is no outgoing transition to a marked state. This is shown in Figure 2 for k = 2 and l = 3 on the right side. Analogously for l < k the state (3 * k, 3 * l) is not reachable via a marked path. We conclude that for all k (C k × D k ) ψ and for all k = l (C k × D l ) ψ. So we meet the requirements for Theorem 14 and thus the composition theorem fails for asynchronous products and PDL over a one-element alphabet, if we allow tests.
We have shown that for finitely synchronized products both the extensions of FO(Reg1R) to either two letter alphabets for the regular expressions or to tests included in the regular expressions lead to a failure of the composition theorem. If we remain in the logic FO(Reg1R), but consider synchronized products where we allow an infinite number of synchronized transitions, the composition theorem also fails. In [16] it was shown that the composition theorem already fails for the direct product of two components and ML(R). As direct products are special kinds of synchronized products without asynchronous transitions and ML(R) formulas can be written as FO(Reg1R) formulas, the failure of the composition theorem follows immediately.
Conclusion
In this paper we considered new cases for the composition theorem in the area of (infinite-state) model checking. In contrast to the classical composition theorem we looked at logics which can express at least certain reachability properties. In particular, we looked at an extension of FO logic by relations that express reachability via labelled paths corresponding to regular expressions. The special case of a oneelement alphabet for the regular expressions is equivalent to modulo counting over path lengths.
As products we considered asynchronous and finitely synchronized products of (a possibly infinite number of) transition systems f . We proved that for both types of products the composition theorem holds for the special case of modulo counting over path lengths. (For finitely synchronized products, we needed the actual transition system defined by the product or, to be more specific, the finitely many synchronized transitions. ) We also showed that these results cannot be improved in several aspects. First, the composition theorem fails if we omit the strong restriction to a finite number of synchronized transitions, because it already fails for a synchronized product of two components and FO(R)/ML(R) [16] . Second, it already fails if we look at an asynchronous product of two components and allow reachability via paths described by regular expressions with either an alphabet of at least two letters or an alphabet of only one letter, but use PDL with tests.
We want to mention some related work and open questions. First, the complexity of the composition theorem is quite prohibitive. For FO logic, it was proven in [3] that the number of formulas which have to be interpreted in the components grows at least non-elementary in the size of the formula which is interpreted in the product. It is open whether this non-elementary lower complexity bound also holds for modal logic. Second, it would be interesting to show a composition theorem for forms of reachability. Third, we might aim at stronger results (e.g. towards computation time logic) where the signature of the index structure is more expressive. Another interesting case refers to products where all the components are the same transition system, leading us to an infinite power. We have already seen that we needed to be able to express modulo counting in the index structure to obtain the results in this paper. A natural sequel would be to consider the order of the natural numbers as index structure or other structures, such as a ring or the infinite grid.
